Fleet Tracking Systems across Businesses

Understanding Fleet Tracking and the Way It Works

As an application of IoT technology, fleet tracking solution helps a business track its moving vehicles. Signals shared between sensors and global positioning system (GPS) satellites monitor the movement of trucks, cars and buses.

A fleet tracking system can help businesses improve operational efficiency, enhance safety and security, reduce costs, and improve customer satisfaction. Here’s a closer look at how it works:

GPS Fleet Management

TTBS Fleet Management software is designed with a secure web/mobile interface.

Special Features of Fleet Management System by Tata Tele Business Services

- Get real-time information on vehicle location, route followed by the driver, driving behaviour - over-speeding, excessive idling alerts, entry into and exit from geo-fenced locations, fuel consumption patterns
- Get records of distance travelled, route creation, assignment and replay, historical vehicle location data, temperature maintained for goods stored in the vehicle

Benefits of Fleet Management System

- Route optimisation
- Greater control on fuel costs
- More safety of fleet and transported goods/travellers
- Higher productivity of drivers and fewer calls to check on them
- Mitigation of loss due to fuel theft issue
- Improved customer service
- Maximised vehicle utilisation
- Less paperwork
- Reduced vehicle maintenance costs
- More predictability in transportation

Fleet Management System could work for you if you own one of these businesses:

- Logistics
- Agriculture
- Education
- Cargo Transport
- Vehicle Towing
- Law Enforcement

Best Practices of Fleet Management

- Specify, analyse and eliminate issues with
  - Driver salaries and vehicle rent payments
  - Fuel consumption efficiency with fuel sensors
  - Driver performance reviews for driver
  - Electronic vehicle maintenance system
  - Real-time vehicle tracking
  - An ecosystem of applicable third-party and integrated platforms
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